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Name of the Activity

Topic

Venue

Date and Duration

Participants

File Name

: Value Education (Interactive session)

Safety

Classroom

22.01.2018 (40 minutes)

Class Ii (A-E)

Students' Workshop

Objectives:

. To make students understand the importance of taking steps to

stay safe in case of an emergency.

o To make students explore the ways in which they can keep themselves safe and away from

da nger.

. To make students learn the use of first-aid kit.

. To make students more cautious and careful.

Description:

rrSafety is simple as abc,

So, 'Atways Be Garefut.t'
-: S 3',',a'y'5 ivise to be cautious and careful. It's good to follow rules. Rules are broken only by

careless people. Many people in Delhi die in road and fire accidents every year due to
carelessness, Keeping the same in mind, an interactive session on the topic "S'afety" was organised

for the students of class II to give them an insight into the topic and to guide them that they

should share such concerns with their teachers and parents. This session was organised to make

;tudents aware about road safety measures l'or reducing various accidents.The session began

with an inspirational video and a short story to make them realize the importance of following safety

rules. It is very important to make sure that we all are protected from different forms of dangers like

fire, electricity etc. and things that could harm anyone and thus, feel safe. The Students were

encouraged to practice these safety measures in real life situations. After the video the use of first-

aid box was also demonstrated in front of students to make the students aware about it and guide

them to use in case of emergency, After this, few students were called to express their views about

what they Iearnt in the session. Students also shared the incidents that happen due to'carelessness.

Students participated with great zeal and enthusiasm and presented their views. The session was a

great learning experience for everyone, Overall, the session was fruitful and enriching.

Prepared by: Ms. ehavika.{d , Manju vuauffi Ms. Archan 
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